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Students, Staff Request
Resignation of Director

NMSU May Abandon ASNM

By GeQrge E. Gorospe

By Eric Maddy

ployee and an unsucessful application for another position at the
branch college.
Fresquez has submitted a request
for the affirmative action office to
review the case to see if there were
any guideline violations. Although
he has not decided on any further
course of action, he states that going
through the University's grievance
procedures could be a possibility.
•'As one of the five finalists, I
never got an interview and was never told about the status of my application during the process," said
Fresquez. ''I think I should have
gotten an interview, because l have
the necessary qualifications.''
"I was disappointed when I lost
my position, and when J.didn't get
the new job, I wondered why. Dr.
Suarez has never indicated he was
dissatisfied with my overall performance," said Fresquez.
Fresquez also expressed concern
for the students and the community
the branch college serves because of
an upcoming bond election which
would provide $2.5 million toward
·building a new campus on a site in
Tome, midway between Belen and
Los Lunas. The total cost of the
proposed new campus is estimated
to be $8.6 million, and the legislature is expected to hear a request for
the remaining $5. 91nillon this falL

Charging that Omero Suarez,
director of the Valencia branch of
the University of New Mexico,
lacks sufficent community college
experience, a former faculty member has called for his resignation for
the good of the students and the community.
"When you lack experience
you're going to make mistakes.
There is a time and a place to bow
out, and I think he (Suarez) should
bow out gracefully, because no one
stands to benefit. It is the students
and the community wh·o will stand to
lose,'' said Amarante Fresquez,
formerly the assistant director of
academic and student se.rvices at the
branch college.
Fresquez and the assistant director of technical-vocational education, Job Ebenezer, lost their jobs in
June as a result of an administrative
restructuring ordered by Suarez.
The firing of Alicia Alarcon, a student counselor at the branch last
week prompted protests from students and faculty which called for
Suarez's resignation.
Suarez could not be reached for
comm'ent.
''I am a member of a committee
that reviews community colleges for
the purpose of accreditation, so I
should have a pretty good grasp of
what the needs of a community col"I started at the very beginning to
lege are, and in my opinion, Suarez help build up the academic proglacks the necessary experience,'' rams, the service to the students, and
even helped with some placement.
Fresquez said.
In addition to calling for the direc- It's too bad that we must lose all that
tor's resignation, Fresquez has because the students and the comalready taken steps to initiate an in- munity don't have muclr confidence
vestigation into the circumstances in the leadership at the Valencia
surrounding his removal as an em- branch," said Fresquez.

Representives of the Associated Students of New Mexico and
its largest member school will be
meeting Thursday in an attempt
to resolve their differences.
ASNM Director David Castillo said Monday he would meet
with Lynie Provencio, student
body president at New Mexico
State, and Lori Hand, in charge
of governmental affairs for
NMSU. Hand and Provencio
confirmed the rneeting.
Both NMSU leaders had told
the New Mexico Dailv Lobo
Saturday they were ''dissatisfied
with the top leadership" of
ASNM. including Castillo. Both
also said that NMSU was considering pulling out of the organization,
Provencio outlined her disagreements with ASNM to Castillo in a phone conversation

Monday. Provencio said she told
Castillo she was, concerned with a
motion that had been approved at
the last ASNM meeting on Sept.
I0 in Hobbs which would require
Hand, also ASNM's lobbyist, to
attend every meeting; that she
was upset that several ASNM
projects, including an effort to
recruit new members, have not
progressed; and that Castillo had
announced the meeting was
closed but allowed reporters to sit
in.
Castillo confirmed Provencio's complaints and admitted
that "it was my fault" in closing
the meeting. "I think the problem has been that we haven't
been to able to get together,''
Castillo said. "When we all get
together, 1 think everything will
be OK."
"I would prefer knowing about any changes in my duties before the public does," Hand said

Monday. Hand said she did not
know about the change prior to
being interviewed Saturdny.
Provencio had said that pulling
out of ASNM was one of three
options that NMSU is considering. The other options include
asking for the resignations of
some of the top leaders in ASNM
or staying with ASNM and
attempting to make it "a viable
organization."
NMSU did not,attend the Jast
ASNM meeting because the
NMSU student government had
scheduled its annual retreat for
that weekend. "We notified
David back in the spring that we
couldn't be there on that day,"
said Hand. "He said he would
change it, butit didn't happen.;;
Provencio said Monday that
despite her conversation with
Castillo, she she stood by her earlier statements. "There's nothing
new to say until Thursday," she
said.

ACT Test Scores Reflect Gains
By Keith Gould
Univ!!n;ity of New Mexico freshmen·had an average American College Test composite score this year
of 19.8, up from 19.1 last year.
That. figure is based on this year's
unofficial ACT distribution for
1,952 beginning freshmen.
This year's test scores reflected
gains in all areas, but the largest
increase appeared in the social science portion of the test, with a .9

gain. The second largest increase
was in mathematics, with a .8 gain,
followed by natural science with a .7
gain,-and English with a .6 gain.
The composite score of 19.8 is for
the University College, not the
General College, which had a composite score of 12.0.
Rodney Young, director of the
testing division, said the University
College composite is the score
which is comparable to the national
average, as the General College is

mostly for remedial students.
The General CoUegc's composite
score of 12.0 was up from last year's
11.9 for the 363 students With ACT
data,
•
ln the University College, there
were 1,037 students meeting the
criteria for at least one basic skills
class. This was 53 percent, down
from last year's 56 percent.
Young s~id UNM's increased
admission requirements are reflected in the higher ACT scores.

.Life-Saving Hospital Service May Be Discontinued
By Donna Jones
Gunshot wounds. An oil rig explosion. Extensive burns. Automobile crashes. Heart attacks. Complicated childbirths.
For more than one hundred such
emergencies since January, personnel from the University of New
Mexico Hospital Emergency Room
have dashed to the landing pad to
become the medical crew for Lifeguard, the emergency helicopter
transport service.
While Lifeguard's tremendous
life-saving potential is unquestioned, there is a question among
hospital administrators as to whether
or not to renew the service for
another year. The hospital adminis·
tration is expected to reach a decision by Oct. 15, and as assistant
administrator Thomas Sloan says,
just what will happen to the service
"is still up in the air."
Sloan said there arc two problems
with the service. First, stafffrom the
hospital must accompany the
flights, leaving the remaining staff
short~handed, and the service is not
used enough to be profitable under
current arrangements.
UNMH has the service as part of
its responsibility as the only regional
trauma center in northern New Mexico, Sloan said. Lifeguard nics out·
side the city in about a 150-mile
radius to remote areas where medical attention is lacking or where the·
severity of the problem requires t6e
attention of specialists in Albuquer·
que, ~e said., . . ......•......

Because the staff in the emergency department are personally committed to the program, UNMH does
not employ a separate medical flight
crew, thus saving the cost of those
salaries, which would be passed on
to the patient, he said.
• 'Accidents are random." he
said. "We had six flights in a 24hour period. The same nurse did
three of those flights.''
Those remaining in the emergency room must shoulder the work
short-staffed, which puts extra responsibility on them, he said.
To get the service started, EMS
Helicopters, Inc. negotiated a special ''pay as it flies'' arrangement
with UNMH for the first year, Sloan
said.
The standard arrangement after
that, which the hospital must now
consider to renew the contract, is a
fixed fee per month plus a charge for
services. The total cost to the hospital would be about $30,000 to
$35,000 a month, he said.
In August, 27 flights c()St
$28,000. To justify the cost of the
service under new contract terms, an
average of 34 to 35 flights would be
·
required.
The number of flights has been
steadily increasing, .and Sloan said
he believes the service will be used
more in the future to average the
necessary amount of flights.
Sloan said the hospital charges the
patient the direct costs incurred
through the contract, presently $250

to liR-off. and $~~SQ a l)t.il.c.•.F.o.r.e~·

Lilegu•rd's rescue team prepares to transport an airplane accident victim from a desert area
near Albuquerque.
ample a recent Gallup transport cost
$1,395.
"This service will never break
even. but Pm trying to demonstrate
that relatively. the program is financially healthy,''_ Sloan said.
Patients pay for the service at a
better rate than for other hospitaf
eJtarges •.1:tte ~ospital has coUc¢t¢d.

66 percent of what it has billed. The lected more than $33,000.
Sloan said no special funds are
insurance companies have been very
earmarked for Lifeguard, so it is
cooperative, Sloan .said.
Because. some patients are indi~ supported by general hospital re~
gent and cannot pay the expense of venue.
'
The expense is nllt the only hurdle
he1icopter transport, and because
patients are not billed until they arc the program has faced. Sloan said.
"At first, other hospitals were
released, UNMH has been able to
bill for only about $51 .•QOQ •. ~ut. col~ . . .
continue(/ on. page .3
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MANAGEMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

continued from page 7'
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WAKKANAl, Japan- The
Soviet Union turned over clothing,
wreckage, seat cushions and magazines Monday from the downed Korean Air Lines plane but a U.S.Japancsc pickup team hinted the
Russians may be withholding some
remains,
The material did not include any
bodies of the 269 people who were
killed nor the plane's flight recorder,
the so-called "black box" that records cockpit conversation and other
flight information.

7:00pm Hilton Inn
Call ASM Placement Office
for more Information 277-2150
Sponsored by UNM Marketing Association

• EXAMINAnONS
• CONTAO LENSES
eEYEGWSES

EYE DOCTOR
.
SERVICE
"Open· Saturdays"
Call and
Compare
Our Prtces

There were 61 Americans aboard
KAJ., Flight 007 which was knocked
out of the sky by air-to-air missiles
when it strayed into Soviet airspace
near Japan on Sept. 1.
The Soviets turned over only
those articles they found floating on
the surface of the sea or washed up
on the shores of Moneran or Sakhalin islands, said a U.S. official, who
declined to be identified.
He said he asked the Soviets about
submerged wreckage reportedly retrieved by their search ships west of

Sakhalin and they responded, "All
we have to discuss is the stuff floating on the surface."
''I asked the Soviets whether they
had found any bodies and they told
us no body had been found,''
Minoru Tanba told reporters on returning to Wakkana.i.
Tamba is chief of the Japanese
Foreign Ministry's Soviet affairs division and headed the joint sevenman U .S.-Japanese recovery team.

Dispute Threatens Peace

265-3828
4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. ot Washington

Close to UNM

BEIRUT, Lebanon - A cease-fire Monday halted three weeks of civil
warfare but Prime Minister Chefik Wazzan resigned along with his Cabinet
amid a political dispute that threatened chances for a permanent peace,
The I ,200 U.S. Marines in J.,ebanon remained on alert in case of a
breakdown in the truce, which went into effect at 6 a.m. local time (midnight
EDT Sunday}.
Terms of the cease-fire between the government and Syrian-backed rebels
called for convening a "council of national reconciliation" that would seek
permanent peace by trying to find a new .balance of political power between
Lebanon's Christian and Moslem communities.
Wazzan, a Moslem, triggered a. political dispute when he tendered the
resignation of his government as demanded by Syria, a prime factor in the
civil war through its backing of the rebel Druzc Moslem militia.
President A min Gemayel did not immediately accept the resignations, and
two key Christian leaders, former President Camille Chamoun and Pierre
Gemayel, father of the president, refused to take part in the proposed peace
talks.
The Speaker cf Parliament Kamel Assad refused any parliamentary representation in the discussions.

Marcos' Panel Revision Rejected
MANIJ.,A, Philippines - President Ferdinand Marcos said Monday
he would reorganize a commission
investigating the killing of Benigno
Aquino, but opponents rejected the
offer aimed at halting antigovernment violence.
A goverllinent·appointed panel
had resigned earlier amid opposition
charges of bias.
The slain opposition leader's
younger brother, Agapito. dismissed Marcos' offer of protection for
II witnesses who allegedly saw a
"man in uniform" shoot Aquino
Aug. 21 on his return from three
years of self-exile in the United
States.
Marcos, addressing Filipinos in a

• Hall
Pop&Joy

apprehensive," Sloan said, ''but
they have seen it is an effective service, and now we have good cooperation from them."
He said because !.,ifeguard is
based at UNMH, other hospitals
were concerned that patients would
be automatically taken to UNMH instead of other area hospitals.
The problem has been solved by
having representatives from other
hospitals sit on a quality control
board to review each case and determine if it was handled appropriately,
Sloan said.
He said that Albuquerque Ambulance Service feared they faced unfair competition from J.,ifeguard.

Soviets Return Wreckage, No Bodies

Pepsi-Cola Company will speak on
Career opportunities in the Southwest

Thursc:tgy,

Service-----------

United Press International

WHERE ALL THE
GOOD THINGS

nationwide mdio-tclcvision hookup
for the second straight day, offered
to revamp the fact-finding commis·
sion, saying he wants a "free, impartial and objective" inquiry.
Joker Arroyo, counsel for
Aquino's Laban (fight} politicalparty, said the appointment of new
members to the commission "docs
not mean anything if these men to be
appointed arc beholden'' to Marcos.
Arroyo .said the Supreme Court
had turned down an opposition petition to h:dt the investigation. lie said
the commission on its own decided
to suspend hearings after only two.
sessions pending resolution of the
suits against it.
Agapito Aquino said Marcos'
offer of protection for ll witnesses,
whose accounts run counter to the
government's version of his
brother's murder, was "impractical."
The government said Aquino was
killed by a hired gunman who was
shot dead by soldiers seconds later,

The objects released by the
Soviets at the port of Nevelsk in
southwestern Sakhalin island included articles of clothing and
pieces of aircraft fuselage,
Five crates of objects, observed
by newsmen in th.e northern
Japanese port of Wakkanai, contained numerous pieces of clothing,
including suits, shirts, dresses and
slacks which appeared to be in relatively good condition.

UNITED NATIONS- In a
show of anger, Soviet diplomats left
a seat vacant Monday in the U.N.
General Assembly for absent Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko and
refused to applaud President Reagan
as he addressed the chamber.
Ambassador Oleg Troyanovsky
announced a Soviet postponement
of its foreign policy speech. Gromyko, who canceled his visit to protest
the refusal to permit him to fly to
New York civilian airports aboard
the Soviet airline Acronot, has delivered the assembly speech every
year since 1957.

Presents

National
~
rnhoiJY
OrChestra

MSTISLA V ROSTROPOVICH
CONDUCTOR

Thursday, October 6-8:15 p.m.
Tickets -Public $22.00, 18.00
ASUNM!GSA Students Y2 price
one 277-3121

'414' Member Testifies

Soviets Declare
Policy Speech
Postponement

The governors of New York and
New Jersey denied Aerollot pennission to lly to the airports to protest
the Soviet downing o( a Korean Air
Unes Boeing 747 on Scpl. 1 with
269 people aboard.
Except for brief applause at the
start and end, Reagan's speech was
received in silence. The Soviets did
not join in the polite applause, reflecting the tense state of relations
between the superpowers.
U.N. officials expressed satisfaction with Reagan's speech. "All the
initiatives made by the president regarding disarmament deserve careful attention," said SecretaryGeneral Javier Perez de Cuellar.

YOU AIN'T
HAD ONE Y·E.....,I._.?
We're putting ~pour pizza against
anything this town's ever tasted.
Savory sauce with the choicest gunk
and smothered with a mountain
of mozzarella. You ain't had one yet?
What's holdin' ya? The doors
ate open!

Godfather's Pizza,M
Across from UNM
at Central Buena Vista

Phone
247-9591
also at
SS06 Cenrnl, SW
1700 Mi,..ul Blv~ ..N~
1135 C.lldelut•. N\11
S!IOO Audemv, NE
At1o In Rio Flilndto

11!6-0J42
299-6666
345-1561
821·7262

He said both agencies have
cooperated with th~ Emergency
Medical Services Board to work out
any problems.
"We have smoothed out most of
the rough edges by justifying everything b~sed on the welfare of the
patient. That's what comes first.
That's what we all w.ork for," Sloan
said.
Definite areas of response have
been defined for the ambulance and.
the helicopter, he said.
''We've taken some risks and lost
some money," Sloan said. But he is
optimistic about the continuation of
the serv.i.ce because most people can
see the ultimate value of Ufeguard - saving lives.

li

I
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The trespassing was discovered at
W ASHINGON (UP!}- A teena·
ger coolly told Congress Monday one computer where Patrick was
how he and six other Milwaukee kept busy playing a game called
youths invaded computers around "Star Trek" while his call was
the country, including one at the J.,os traced. Then FBI agents came to talk
Alamos nuclear laboratory, to fill to Patrick about his computer
raiding.
their idle hours.
"It was something to do in the
evenings," Neal Patrick, 17, told a
"Jn my case they knocked on the
House hearing on computer crime,
door at 9 a.m.," said Patrick, a
It was only when the FBI came poised, .bushy-haired youth, who
knocking at his door, he said, that he wore a three-piece suit. "I was
realized penetrating computers is awestruck and a little surprised in
more than ''just playing a game.''
the sense that we were just playing a
Patrick, who plans to major in game. Then reality struck."
computer science when he goes to
college next year, said. teachers
should warn students of the dangers
of computer trespass.
And he suggested computer operators change their access passwords
more frequently and take care not to
leave them where they can be seen.
"There's no need to spend millions,'' he told members of the panel
who wanted to know how to prevent
computer trespass. "All that's required is rudimentary steps."
Patrick got his start with a seventh
grade computer class and eventually
grew bored fiddling with his father's
home computer. So Patrick and six
other computer enthusiasts, who
met through a kind of clcctron.ic bulletin board, began trying tO tap mote
complex computers.
Among the 60 data banks they
reached in the last eight months were
an unclassified computer at Los Alamos, N.M., a medical computer at
Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center in New Yark, and Canada
Cement LaFarge Umitcd of Montreal.
''It's something just about an)'body can do,'' Patrick modestly told
a House Science and Technology
subcommittee. "I don't .think any
members of the group were

Scol( C'arnwa)'

Dunkin' Donuts have a good start on their new shop across from UNM. They plan to
start serving donuts, soups and sandwiches on October 19.

Today's Events
Unlltd Campus M•nlslrles will sponsor a ''Women
and Relision Support Group" meetlns at 4 p.m.
Tuesdays at 1801 Las Lomas N.E, More information
is available at 2S6·3274.
Spaabb Club will meet at noon today in the Ortega

Hall.readingr~;~om,

All are invi,eti;_IPC(lnlrjbute ideas

for upcoming fund·raisers, More information Js
available Ul 277·5907.

Sanctuacy "Group will hold a closed AA meeling for
alcoholics only at noon Tuesdays and Thursdays at

the Newman Cenier. More inrormation is I\'&Uablc at
247-1094.

geniuses."
He said the computer explorations
began before the movie "War
Games" came out in May. The subcommittee watched a portion of the
film, about a boy who gets into the
Defense Department's master computer and wreaks havoc.
Patrick said the group of seven
boys, who called themselves the
"414s" after Milwaukee's area
code, dialed a phone number that
allows users to log onto a central
computer with a local ca11. Dialing a
particular area code connected them
to different cities, and they then had
their computer choose numbers at
random until they gained access to a
bigger computer,
Patrick said four or five passwords are the key to unlock many of
the computers in the country. The
words "test" and "system" co.nnected his group to 40 computers
hooked to the unclassified portion of
the Los Alamos system,
"Someone with a sinister intent
certainly could have done damage,"
he said.
Patrick, accompanied by a
lawyer, is the only one ofhis group
given immunity from federal prosecution. lie said they never saw any
classified information but did
accidentally erase some files. Members of the 414s are cooperating with
authorities investigating. their ac·
tions. Wisconsin is one of 20 states
with laws making. "computer trespass" a crime.

An impressive technological
journey began over three decades ago
at Hughes Aircraft Company. Today,
with more than 90 diverse
technologies ranging from sub-micron
electronics to large scale systems,
you'll find Hughes people forging new
discoveries, new futures.
Become part of the Hughes
tradition of technological firsts, if your
degree is in:
.. ..
.

Electrical, Mechanical,
Manufacturing or Industrial
Engineering, Computer Science,
Physics, Electronics Technology.

Requirements may vary. Check
with your placement office about..
Hughes' cotnpany·wide opportumhes
at any one of 12 Southern California
locations and Tucson, Arizona.

Hughes representatives
will be on campus
October 10
jSee your placement office
for an appointment.)

Ot contact Hughes Corporate College
Relations, Dept. NC, Bldg. C2/B178,
P.O. Box 1042, El Segundo, CA 90245.
Creating new world with eltttronicJ
r------------------,
o

lHUGHESl
1

I

L--~-~--------~--~-J
HUGHtS AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Equal Opportunity Employer
Proof of U.s. Citizenship Required

ON CAMPUS
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Forum
--Commentary--

by Berke Breathed

r-----......:~

Irate Russians Should Consider
Quirks of U.S. Federalism First
Editor's Note: A new column by Edwin M. Yoder Jr. that empha·
sizes American traditions and institutions will appear regularly on the
Forum pagf! of the Daily Lobo.
A 1979 Pulitzer Prize winner for his editorial writing, Yoder believes
character, personality and, above all, institutional customs and pro·
cesses are more vital influences in U.S. politics today than are doctri·
naire views.
Yoder, a Rhodes Scholar, was an editorial writer for the Charlotte
News in North Carolina, and later the associate editor of the Greens·
boro Daily News. From 1975 to 19.81 he headed the editorial page of
the Washington Star.
The refusal of New York landing rights to Andrei Gromyko's plane
has, I confess, given me naughty pleasure.
You remember Gromyko. He's the man President Kennedy had in
mind when he accused the Soviet Union of lying about the missiles in
Cuba. He is also the man Jimmy Carter had in mind when, 16 years
later, he too complained of being deceived.
Gromyko, it would seem, is the champion deceiver of a political
system that lives by fabrication,
But all that notwithstanding, everyone was eager for his company
at this U.N. General Assembly session.And he was planning to attend
until the governors of New Jersey and New York, and the New York
Port Authority, declined to make an exception for him of the ban on
Aeroflot landings.
So Gromyko has seized this impediment to stay at home and pout.
Meanwhile, "the United States" is accused of flouting its hostcountry agreement.
This is the kind of episode that
drives all right-thinking editorial
Writers and columnists up the
wall, not only at the thought of
discommoding delegates to an
international body, but even
more so at the thought that a loc·
al body, the New York Port Authority, would be so brazen as to
By Edwin M.
act on its own.
Still, the clear fact is that the
Yoder Jr.
"United States," that is, the feds,
are not to blame. The locals
balked.
The locals do balk, occasional·
ly.The New York Port Authority
last balked some seven years ago when our British and French friends
very much wanted landing rights for the supersonic Concorde at JFK.
The feds thought the Concorde should have them. But the New York
Port Authority thought otherwise.
The Concorde dilemma, like the matter of Gromyko's plane,
couldn't be easily fixed. The federals may be supreme in foreign
policy, but making Washington's writ run in defiance of local feeling
or regulations can be complicated.
When Soviet complaints of inhospitality to Gromyko got to be a bit
too much last week, the American delegate to the United Nations,
Charles Uchenstein, exploded. All those who feel discommoded by
U.S. hospitality could leave, he said, and take the United Nations with
them. It was a trvly spectacular venting of hot air.
There are cooler ways to handle these matters. Next time the
Russians pretend to believe that the State Department can merely
whistle and bring the New York Port Authority to heel, they should be
reminded of their U.N. history.
Please notice, Ambassador Lichenstein might say, that the voting
arrangements in the General Assembly reflect the amusing view that
the Soviet Union is, as its name implies, a true confederation of
sovereign states. Thus what is perhaps the most rigidly centralized
regime on Earth has several votes, the basis for them being that
fiefdoms like the Ukraine and Byelorussia are independent nations.
Who, then, are the Russians to complain about the quirks and
inconveniences of federalism? Let them think of New York and New
Jersey as our Ukraine and Byelorussia. Then they will understand
why the State Department cannot summarily overrule the New York
Port Authority. It will ease the pain.
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----Letters---PAC's Criticism Contradicted
Editor:
The Presidential Appointments Committee's criticism of
Frank Parks' chairmanship of the
Popular Entertainment Com·
mitee lacks knowledge of what
that position requires, not to
mention knowledge of Parks'
previous contri.bution to
ASUNM.
PAC charged that Parks lacks
diplomacy and professionalism.
If this were the case, then Parks
would not have been successful
as Black Student Union president, Speakers Committee chairman, or what he's· done thus far
as Popular Entertainment Committee chairman.
Through fund-raisers, Parks,
as president of BSU, was able to
transform a $3,000 budget into
$17,000 worth of activities !in·
eluding a tutorial program later
adopted by ASUNM). As chair~
man of the Speakers Committee,
he brought more speakers to
UNM (within budget) than the
previous chairman.
Parks has generated $900 so
far through PEC. This hardly
seems to indicate any lack of pro·
fessionalism or diplomacy.
Moreover, were Parks so incom·
patible with a.ll of ASUNM, why
has ASUNM President Dan Ser·

rano app.ointed him chairman
and continued to stand behind
that appointment.
The PEC chairmanship does
not require that Parks be a pup·
pet of the administration, and as
the PAC letter pointed out, his
comments about the budget
problems were relevant. Why
has PAC come out so strong
against Frank Parks? There
seems to be no future reasons so

we are left to assume that there
must be personal reasons involved. The vendetta that PAC
has launched against Frank
Parks is unworthy of. but
perhaps typical of, some elements in ASUNM government.
Stephen Matlock, President of
BSU
Kelly Davis, Vice President of
BSU

Pit Policies
Editor:
(Concerning) all .this constant
flap about the ASUNM deficit
and the Popular Entertainment
Committee chairmanship of
Frank Parks: I say the PEC deficits
could be reduced ifthe adminis·
!ration and athletic department,
specifically Coach (Gary) Colson,
would bend their rigid attitude
and take Mr. Parks' suggestion
about using the Pit for concerts.
Popejoy Hall seems to be off
limits to major rock concerts as
well. UNM is a campus cut off
from major concerts by adminis·
!ration and department policy
which is restrictive, unfair and
contributing to PEC's deficits.

~unfair'

Remove the restriction on the Pit.
The athletic department_and Col·
son must come off their purist
ideological platform and be·
come a part of the University
community.
I recommend to ASUNM,
GSA, students and interested
parties to come together and demand the Pit be opened up. Petition the administration. Voice
your concerns. Why should
athletics receive an increase in
last year's budget while everyone else suffers? End the athletic
department and Colson's
monopoly on the Pit.
'Ralph J. Richardson, Jr.
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Being a Marine Corps Officer can open the door to opportunities you
• free civilian flying lessons
may have thought were beyond your reach. It helped Marine Officer·
• Astarting salary of more than $17,000
Charles Bolden become a NASA astronaut. And if you're willing to make
the commitment, it could help you also. You can get started while you're Immediately upon graduation you could become a Maline Officer. It's
in college with out undergraduate officer commissioning program.· You
your choice. Maybe you're the kind of man we'.re looking for.
could take advantage of getting:
r-----------------.
• $100 a month while in school
Maybe you can be one ofus.
• Freshmen and Sophomores train
during two six-week summer sessions
each paying more than $1100
~vg.~ 0&1
• Juniors train in one ten-week summer
U A&7 A~
session and earn more than $1900

See your Officer Selection
September 26·29,

Member, New Mexico Press Association
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Arts

Sports

Professor Brings Little Bit of Hollywood' to UNM
1

By Catherine Bartlett
There's a little bit of Hollywood
to be experienced in a comer office
nt•xt to the Fine Arts Center house·
keeping storage dosct at the University of New Mexico.
Theater arts Professor Robert
llartun{'> 17-ycar m.sociation with
the llullmark !lull of Fame is captur~d in tlw many gold-plated
aw;~nb. autographed pictures and
frumcd posters of such works us
"l.arnp "t Midnight." Hllrtung won
the Writer's Guild of America TVRadio Writing Award for this telcvi'ion adaptation based on the life <md
struggles of Galilco.

By Peter Spokus
University of New Mexico golfer
Don Hurter won the individual title
at the Falcon Invitational this
weekend, while the Lobos made a
strong comeback to finish second
behind Weber State,
The Lobos fell behind early in the
toumament held at the Air Force
Academy, and were in fifth place
behind Weber State, New Mexico
State, Air Force and Colorado after
the first round of play.
Hurter jumped out to the individual lead after the first round as he
shot a 70, one stroke ahead of Weber's Ian Harper and New Mexico
Slate's Tom Bryum.

*********************-*******
*******}*
Any large
** Central & University S.I;:. one item pizza !
*
*
liters of soft drink
*
~ PIZZA EXPRESS
Sun·Th II::IOam·12am

PLUS

Frl & 5<11 11:30am·lam

2

~
*
~

~
**
**
*

$7.00

*
*
~,

Jl.eg. $9.25 .
With this Coupon

.

FREE DELIVERY

ono coupon per pizza, watch the Lobo
every day for our coupon specials

We honor
competitor's coupons

*
** ******************'jt'jt'Jt'jt'IUt'jt?t?t*******
limited deUuery area

243-2100

ROCK and ROLL TONIGHT
Through Saturday with

***SASSY JONES***
BJ:G VALLB'V
Steak Haase & La~agc

U1 I'CIU~ ilno..-r

Vivid paintings of landscapes inhabited by untamed animals explore
painter Melissa Miller's imicr
worlds of emotion and intuition.
Miller, who received her bachelor's
degree from UNM, lives in Austin,
Texas.
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Holly Roberts' spontaneous im·
ages of toys, pets and friends appear
as fetishes, images evoked fonn the
artist's subconscious. Roberts also
received her bachelor's degree from
UNM. She currently lives in Zuni,
N.M.
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second place ahead of Colorad0 and
Other individual high scores beNew Mexico State, which had hind tJNM's Hurter were Weber
scores of 306 and 314.
State's Ian Harper, who shot rounds
"I was very impressed with the of71-78-70 for a 219 total, and Air
way they c~me back all the way Force's Craig Hall, who finished
through the tourney, but in particu- third, with rounds of 72-76-72 for a
lar the final day. They could hav.e tally of 220.
folc!ed but they continued to fight
The Lobos will host the William
back anq ended up finishing H. Tucker Invitational tournament
second," said Knight.
beginning Wednesday at the UNM
Hurter shot a 71 on the final round south golf course, The tournament is
for a three day one under-par total of going to benefit the American Can2)5, Jim Brazen shot 79-79-70 for a cer Society, a first for collegiate
UNM Coach Dwaine Knight said three day total of 228 for the Lobos. golf.
the final round was the most im- Other UNM scorers were John
Five of the nations top teams will
. pressive play he has seen at the Pal· Kienle 75· 76-78 for a 229 tally,
participate
in tbe four day affair.
con Invitational since he came to Dave Waszak 84-76·72 for a three
UNM
will
field
two squads in the
UNM five years ago.
round 232. The fifth UNM golfer tournament.
The Lobos shot an incredible 288 was Ron Castillo, who shot rounds
on the final round to move into of 84-80-75 for a total of 239.

Carl Johansen questions complex
'Anticipation,' an intuitive .approach to phenomena by Melis·
relationships between art, life, and
sa Miller, is part of the 'Certain Realities' exhibit on display at accepted moral values in irreverent
the University Art Museum. (Courtesy of the Texas Gallery, works that sometimes parody well
known artists, their styles and sub·
jccts.
Johansen lives and works in
Paintings of fairly traditional, de~
The 34 paintings are by a diverse
Albuquerque.
scriptivc methods of representation, group of eight artists who share .a
20th century abstraction and pop im- common desire to assert $1rong hu·
Stephen Catron invents portraits
agery are being featured in the cur- man presences in their work. These inspired by the inhabitants, tourists,
rent "Certain Realities" ellhibit on men and women, all currently work- friends anrl strangers he observes in
display at the University Art ing in New Mexico or Texas, strive and around his home in Santa Fe.
Museum through Nov. 27.
to express personal emotions, philo·
Dan Rice's mural scale, masonite
cutouts are filled with colorful car·
tMn·likc figures and animals. Rice
is currently an artist-in-residence at
the Roswell Museum and Art
Center.
Houston resident Ron Hoover
created cynical portraits comment•
ing on the subtle political and
bureaucratic forces which the artist
feels control our lives.
Susan Whyne acts out fears and
fantasies about established conven·
lions of middle class existence in
melodramatic vignettes set in large,
loosely painted landscapes, Whyne
is assistant professor of painting at
the University of Texas at Austin.
Jerry West combines dream images symbolizing changing times
and the process of becoming an adult
with memories of his childhood
home arid CX)YCricnccs irt the rural
countryside ncar Santa Fe.
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Students Veteran
Association
General Membership
Meeting
Tonight 7:00pm
New Child Care Co-op
1210 University NE
(Across from University VW)

Gymnast Arnot
Ranked 12th
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NEWPORT, R.J, {UPI)- Australia II won the America's Cup
Monday, beating the U.S, dcfcnderLibcrtyto btcaktheUnited States'
132-year hold on the prestigious yachting trophy,
Australia won by 42 seconds in the seventh and final race, breaking
the longest winning streak ill sports history, .
. .
Australia II came from behind on the fifth leg of the 24.3·milc
course in Rhode Island Sound, capitalizing on Liberty's failure to
cover, Australia trltilcd at the start, grabbed a bricflead on the first leg
but was behind .nmund c:telt mark on the first four legs.
But the wing-keeled f 2-mctcr yucht sailed past Liberty into n :21
lead rounding the fifth bu(ty,
Jubilant Aussic skipper Johti Bertrand protected his narrow lead
staying in between the A•ll~ricuns mtd !he finish line to shutter A mer·
ica's hold on the bottomless silvct' trophy won from t~c English in
1851 .

3004 Central SE
(One Block E~sl of Gtr~rd)

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3,95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95
All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable, roll, and
potato.

Duplicating
Center

The Lobo volleyball team
didn't pull an upset this weekend ·
at the BrighamYoung University
Preview. But the volleyball team
is upset.
The Lobos finished the 'Pre·
view', a 24team tournament previewing some of the nations top
teams, in fifth place.
The irony is that the Lobos
won four of five matches while
the fourth place finisher, Colora·
do State, had only two wins out
of five,
The Lobos were put out of contention for the title Friday night,
when they lost to Portland State,
15-17, 15·11, 7-15, 7-15, The
Lobos won two previous matches
beating Weber State, 15-12, 1512 and Missouri, 12-15, 15-4,
15-1.
Ale~amln.t Km~
"The best we could do was
LQbo soccor player Mario Picazo (white uniform} heads the
fifth place after that because Port·
ball away from a Western State player. Picazo, from Spain,
land State won our pool,·· Uniscored
three goals for the Lobos.
versity of New Mexico Volleyball Coach Laurel Kessel said.
By Jim Wiesen
ern State player were ejected from
the Lobos c.ame back on
the game for fighting.
Saturday and beat Texas·
The University of New Mexico
UNM soccer Coach Craig RobertArlington, 15-5 and 15~9 and
soccer team hammered Western son wasn't pleased with the Lobo
beatWeberStatcagain, 15-3,15·
State of Gunnison Colorado Satur- effort. "We still need to bring the
3.
day, 6·0.
ball back and show a little patience.
"We played real well," Kcs·
The
Lobos
controlled
the
flow
of
Right now the tendency is to go too
sel said. "We were just a little
play
throughout
the
game,
keeping
fast
at the goal," he said.
disappointed that we could not
Western State's offense from pre"We .also need someone to
win (the tournament) after our
senting any real threat of scoring.
emerge as a leader on this team," he
one loss.
Lobos
missed
several
good
The
said.
Brigham Young, currently
scoring opportunities early in the
Western State played an offside
ranked 13th in the nation,
game,
kicking the ball everywhere trap in their defense and caught the
finished in first place in the
but in the back of the net. Mario Lobos numerous times fot ·being
tournament. Penn State was
Picazo headed in the first UNM goal offside. But Robertson said he
second and Portland State third.
from a long cross from Tommy didn;t mind that the Lobos were
Renfro.
offside so much, noting that while
The Lobos were up I -0 at half.
the trap can be effective, it can also
But the Lobos were a little hun· be easy to beat,
grier in the second half. It tookLobo
The Lobo defense, Jed by center
forward Alan Robertson only II fullbacks Jairo Cabanilla and Jose
seconds from the second halfkickof( Picazo, held Western State to just
to put the Lobos ahead 2-0. Both three shots on goaL
Lobo gymnast Matt Arnot has Robertson and right forward Robey
The Lobos play Saturday against
jumped to 12th place from 18th in Todd ran a beautiful two on one play Colorado's Metro College at 2 p.m.
the national rankings, The junior for the score,
at the South Campus Field.
from Albuquerque's Highland High
In all, Picazo scored three goals,
School needs to move up only four Robertson two and right midfielder
more notches to become eligible for John Toman had one,
the United States Olympic team.
Lobo Tommy Smith and a West-

Aussies Beat Americans

CfiFE

~~'i

By Jim Wiesen

sophics and values through images
derived from direct experience,
cultural values and the imagination.

RA:MC:H C:OIWPAH'Y

[

c~roiWU.)'

Award winning playwrite Robert Hartung, now with the UNM
Theater Arts department, is currently directing 'You Can't
Take It With You.'
"It was a challenge to see a new
He said the play represented
department take form and io be apart American theater at its peak, with a
of it," he said.
message that life is precious. Along
Currently, Hartung is directing with Thornton Wilder's "Our
George S. Kaufman and Moss Town,'' this com~dy is one of the
Hart's Pulitzer Prize-winning "You most popular plays to perform, HarCan'tTakelt With You.'' He said he tung said.
chose comedy because it's part of an
actor's training to learn how to per''We should enjoy every single
form it.
minute of it," he said,

Paintings Reflect Human Experience
.Through Cultural Values, Imagination

at

The Lobos started to make a move
at the leaders in the second round as
they moved into fourth place, ahead
of Air Force, The Lobos shot a team
score of 305, three strokes better
than their first round score,
Hurter retained his individual lead
at the toumey by shooting a74, for a
two day total of 144. Colorado's
Tim Smith was two strokes behind
Hurter in the individual play with a
two day 146 total.

Lobos Beat
Four Teams,
Lose Tourney
Stoll

0

Lobo Golf Team Captures Second Place

f'rom 19'i5 to 1972, Hartung
wrote, directed or produced about
50 Hallmark productions. Home
Box Ofl1cc recently completed the
purchasing process for 10 of those
productions. which will be aired this
fall. Hartung said.
Hartung. who hokb a muster's
degree from Yale University,
directed the I 955 Broadway show
Trach M<' Holl' to CiT, which received rave reviews and was sold us
a movie.
A former Yak colleague, George
Schafer, spotted Hartung and asked
him to join the television business
with Hallmark.
"It was fun to do good theater on

TV," Hartung said. "!wouldn't go
in on a sitcom. l made the right decision.,.
Hmtung, whose l'avorite produc"
tion was "The Magnificent Yankee," said his first Jove is still the
theater. With formal tnlining in
acting and stage managing, he said it
never occured to him that he would
become a patt of the television business,
The two-hour specials, which
cost un average of $250,000 in
1965, included classic plays ofHenrik Ibsen, George Bernard Shaw and
Shakespeare, as well .as original
screenplays such as "Give Us Barrabas" and "A Punt, A Pass and a
Prayer."
"The work was intense," he said.
"Broadway shows may run for three
or four years and never be seen by
the 26 million who saw a Hallmark
lt production in one night, The presslt ure was enormous.''
Whenever that pressure became
too great, Hartung escaped to a cot·
tage in Coconut Grove, Fl., where
he locked himself up with a typewri·
ter, a card table and swimming pool.
"I submerged myself in it and got
it done,'' he said. Hartung said Hallmark was unique in thatthe producer
or director retained artistic controL
The sponsor only participated in the
selection of the plays for the season,
he said,
In 1972, after 17 years with Hall·
mark, Hartung arrived in New Mcll·
ico for health reasons. He said he
wanted to return to teaching and the
department of theater arts at UNM
had just begun to organize with divisions in film, dance and television.

THE

Domino's
Pizza
Delivers
Fast, Free Delivery

3920 Central S.E.
262-1.662
Limited Delivery Area
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IN TOWN
·TYPEWRITER RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON-FRI8·9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.

.
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277-5031
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LA MONTANITA
Co-op Food Store
265-4631

1 06 Girard SE

Specials Every Weelf

Imported from
Finland

RYE CRACKER
Reg. $1.09

Special .89

Expires Oct. 01, 198J

L-----------------------------~

$1.50
$1.50 off any 16" pizza.
One coupon per pizza,
Expires 10·5·83
Fast, Free Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262·1662

Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00

II.
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$.75

•
$.75 off any size pizza.
One coupon per pizza,
Expiras 10·5·83
Fast, Fre·e Delivery
3920 Central S.E.
262-1662

Now open for lunch
Open every day at 11 :00
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Classified Ads
in the Lobo
get resu Its!
Las Noticias
PSI CUI MEETING Wed, 7 p.m. Dr. Johnson will
discuss Psychology Honors Program and Graduate
School Preparation. Everyone welcome,
9/27
l'ARENTS DAY! SATURDAY, October I', Share
your college expedcncc ·with. your parents, family and
friends! Campus tours, special presentations by many
campus departments, luncheons and morel Call
Student Activities at 277·4706 for more Information,

·

9no

8300 CLUII. AU, male gay club open 24 hours. 8307
Central NE. 255·6525.
9130

CLUH7 Mt;t:TING? EVENT? Advertise in Las
Noticius. Only I 0 cents per word per Issue for UNM
depnrunenls and o rganizatians.
tfn

Personals
K·ROO: IT WASN'T a "short" weekend after alii
!lave u nice day! Love, Froggie.
9/27
JOliN: HOW AIIOUT the tram on Friday? nut
which do you prefer? Up or down? Love B.J.U. 9/27
TANKY- IT IIREAKS my heart to think of you
le;tving In December without me. You nre still the
mo'il speciiil man on Earth to me. And after Sunday
night, I know deep down where my Jove stlll lies.
Beeder.
9/27
FliN.J,OVING FEMAI.F.S needed for drunk~n
midnight excursions, 2 a.m. piu.a runs. and
memorable sunrises. Call Tom or Brl~n at 3787 and
3676.
9/28
!IIAKI> CONTACT Wl'fll that special someone or
friend~ and family. Place a personal message in the
dassified~ today. Deadline: I p.m, the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
WE'UE STII.I. CEJ.EHRATING 1st anniversary at
the Mixed Hag. 50'1o off on all candies, carob and
yogurt products. Also selected items. Dig savings at
2210 Central SE, a~ross from UNM.
!1130
COME Silt: AND hear what you've been missing.
rocks Bogart's Sunday, October !I. 9/30
"1'000/Fl'N" fS a place for announcements of
rcstuuntnl!, parties, food. sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

,\1·ncus

Services
QUICK RE;AI)JNG COUIISE. Only four hours to
learn t~chnlqucsl Low student rates. Call now by
October 4 for October 9 course. 883-2764.
9/28
ATI'EN'fiON CAR OWNERS: Introductory offer,
$150 worth of car maintenancefor$20. Good for one
year. Two blocks from UNM. Includes free carb and
timing ~djustment, computer spin balance two
wheels, chasds lube, electronic engine analysis, brake
adjustment, complete tire rotation and more .• ,
Certified mechanics. All parts and labor guaranteed.
Also· complete oil change and lube for $9,95, $10
off on tune up. Cull forinfo. EdStone265-4!139.
10/3
TYPING266·3717,
10/24
PROOFREADER AVAILABLE! ACCURATE,
fast. Call883-2764.
9/28
EXPERT TYPING ON • IBM Selectric II.
Professional work, reasonable rates. Heights
!1/27
location. 296-9312.
TUTORING- MATHEMATICS, STATISTICS,
French - Any level - By degreed, experienced
teacher-tutor. 266-4247.'
10/3
~RADIC. EXPERIENCED TEACHER 883-8577,

TERM PAPERS, THESES, dissertations,
manuscripts. Typed on IBM Word Processor. Special
student nites.llditing service included. 298.6006.
9/30
PROFF.SSIONAL TYPING. REASON~BLE. IBM
Sel~ctric Ill. Manuscripts, business, dissertations,
thesis, etc. Work gUaranteed. 299·6256, 299-2676,
9/28
TJIF,RAPt:U'fiC MAS!iAGE INTRODUCTORY
special: Two for $26. Laura Kobayashi 242-8042,
Acupressure, foot· reflexology, sports massage. 9/27
'n'I'ING, WORDPROCESSING, Rindy296·6298.
.
1123
1'\'PING, WORD PROCESSING: Spelling and
editing help, $!.25/page,l'ickup and delivery servir•.
281-2662,
10/6.
TYPIST ON CAMPt:S. Sen~o;e of humor. Some
genius. 24Z·3uY3.
9/30
JIERBALIFE. LOSE CELLULITE nnd weight
naturally, gra(iually, safely. Look younger. Have
more energy, 884-4604.
10/14
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER, Quality !mons, sales,
tfn
rentals and repairs. 143 Harvard SE. 265·3315,
GUITAR LF;SSONS. ALL styles. Twenty-two years
10/3
teaching. John M itchell268-0496.
TYPING. IBM SELECTRIC. 255·3337.
10/25
TYPIST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 9/30
ONE WORI,D PRODUCTIONS: Multi·track
recording and com p)ete '4 inch video facility in the
northern mountains ncar Taos. i'ho11e 758·3156.
9/30
MASSAGE THERAPY. REST, relaxation. 822·
2728. Voice pager.
10/3
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs in
my home. Call The Other Office884-6564.
9/30
'flU: CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is
available locally, Call242·24Q2,
9/28
ACULEX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, disser·
!allons, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181.
12/12
QUAUTY TYPING. MONTGOMERY-San PedrQ
area. 90 cents/page. 881·6445,
10/4
CONTACTS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington,
tfn
ACCURATE INI'ORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294·017 I,
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (J,ennon Styles), gold
rimless, $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Menaul N.E., across from LaBclles.
tfn
PREGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

·~TWO
,, .

Housing
WALK TQ UNM from a spacious two-bedroom apt.
Just $300. per month, Gas i!tcluded. Sorry, no
children or pets. Call after 5 p.m, 293·1070.
10/3
HOUSEMATE WANTED, THREE bdrm $170/mo,
share utilities. Non-smoker. Available )0/1/83,
Garden, yard. 265-0102.
9130
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED, Nice tw~
bedroom furnished apt. Lake and Racquet A pis, 265·
4341.
9/29
SPACE IN HOUSE for rent. $250.$300. Thirty
minutes to UNM. 873-1.619.
9/29
CHRISTIAN FEMALE WANTED to share twobedroom house near UNM. $160 rent, V. utilities,
268-7199.
9/30
ROOM I'OR RENT. Private bath, kitchen privilages,
parrial to pets, $150 p/m, $100 DO, Call
Gary/Janene 884.0604.
9/28
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $370. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recrea.tion
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Ad11lt
couples, no pets. I 520 University NE. 243-2494, tfn
FOR RENT: EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E .. $230/mo., for one person, $250/mo. for 2
persons, all utilities paid, $175 security deposit. Fully
furnished.securjty locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 in the
evening, 266-8392,
tfn

For Sale
R,C. GORMAN PRINTS for sale. Jus~ $25, .If in·
terested, call Jeff 293-9512.
9129
HORNOR CLASSICAL GUITAR w/case. Good
condition. Great for beginner, .$40. Also Premier
snare drum w/case, Great condition. $80, 345-0724.
10/3
1981 KAWASAKI I.TDSSO w/some extras. Great
condition. $1450. 881·9861 after6 p.m.
10/3
WEDDING DRESS FOR sale. Call242-1055.
9/30

t\LBO. ~~

PERMANENT PART-TIME POSITION available.
Twenty hours a week. Will work around your
schedule. Filing, mailing, helping credit manager with
cash application. $3,50 an hour. Contact Noel at
Korber Electric 884·2740.
9/28
BABYSITTER NEEDED AFfER school, Must have
car. Two children, 8 and 10 years old. Vicinity
f,.ouisiana and Montgomery. Excellent pay. Call2960526, evenings 881·6625.
!1/28
WAITRESSES NEEDE;D. FLEXIBLE schedules.
Apply 2-5 p.m. 4701 Menual NE. The Sultan 8847211.
9/28
WANTED: BABYSITTER IN my home (across from
UNM) for Tue~. and Thurs. from 10:30·1:30, Call

9/27

21. years old, Must be able to work Friday aqd
SaturdaY nights. Apply in person, 110 phone calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at5516 Menaul NE and
5704 Lomas NE.
10114

Travel
TAKING A TRIP? Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Daily Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
LOST SOMETHING? COME to the Daily Lobo
business office, 131 Marron Hall. We have a shirt, a
wallet and some sets of keys.
9/26
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police
8:00a.m. to 4:00 p,m, daily.
tfn

Miscellaneous
REMEMBER THOSE GOOD o'Je prices on clothes.
We stjll have them. Tile Cat's Meow, second-hand
clotltes. 3104 Central SE,
9/29
CLASSIFIEDS GF;T RESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

OVERWEIGHT SINGLES
Join Aibu.'s new BIG

introduction and dating service.

~~
P.O.B~~:tss

292-9080

CAMPUS BICYCLE
-

. Over Ha.ul and
'
Tune-Up
'
$20

•o6 Vassar SE

268-6547

MOTHER NATURE & SON
255-7640

hours:
9am to
9pm
closed
Sunday

'1:

Bicycles
Parts & Accessories
PRO service
Guarantees Your
satisfaction
PRO REPAIRS FOR
MOPEDS & SCOOTERS

Central se

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

243·8443

1fl blk west University on central

Bright Future Futon Company
• a cottage Industry.

2424 Garfield Avenue SE
Albuquerque, NM 87106
(505) 268-9738

*******lc

MOPSY

i

it
it
it
it
it
it

Daily Lobo
Classified
Advertising
Says It All
Selling your car? Someone
special's birthday? Spread
the news in the classifieds.
131 Manon Hall. Deadline is
1 p.m. the day before it is to
run.

CHABAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER
SIMCHAT TORAH SCHEDULE

i.

Employment

opens the door to
Big opportunities.

9130

I

'78 CHEVY NOVA, Six cyl., AM/FM cassette, '
loaded, $2650. Karl292·5960,
9/30
1966 VW BUS, Professionally rebuilt, 12 volt, ex•
cel!ent condition, $2150, 292-5960 Kathy.
9/30
TEN-SPEED BICYCLE, Bianchi Super, 21 inch,
Z:efal pump, extras, $325. Call 268·4!139, 281-3.589
evenings,
9/29
1979 VESPA P 200E. 450 original miles, excellent
condition. $675. 293·5357.
9/28
DEPENDABLE DATSUN, NEEDS work, $800 or
best pffer, 293-4296 after 4:00.
9/27
74 1\fUSTANG II. AC, PS, PB, four-speed, AM
radio, New trans, tires, brakes. $1500-negotiable.
883-1961 after8 p,m.
9/27

Yasmin266-2~33,

PART-TIM~ JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be

WHEEL DRIVE
t! NTIII\t '>!

TYPIST. TERM P~PERS, resumes. 299·8970. 10/24
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Term papers,
theses, dissertations, editing. Resumesprofessionally
written. Reasonable rates. 881-0313.
!1/30
LEARN TilE OLDEST exercise In the world! We
will show you how to stay relaxed, Increase your brain
capacity and build your energy reserve. Easy walk
9/30
from UNM. The Yoga Center 255·2900.

r~

1982 HONDA CX-500. Less than 1000 miles. Extras.
9/30
$1650,266-6970.
WORD PROCESSOR, IBM, Uses floppy disc. Free
9/30
discs. Priced to sell $2300. Call 881-0313,
TEN·SPEED PANASONIC boy's bicycle $100. 296.
4556.
.
9/30

WEDNESDAY 9-28
6:30P.M. SHMINI ATZERET HAKAFOT SERVICE
FRIDAY 9-30
10:00 A.M. MORNING SERVICE HAKAFOT
6:30 P.M. EVENING SERVICE

SATURDAY 10-1
10:00 A.M. MORNING
SHABl3AT SEf~VICE

THURSDAY 9-29
10:00 A.M. MORNING SERVICE

6:30P.M. SIMCHAT TORAH HAKAFOT
JOIN US FOR CHASSIDIC DANCING
REFRESHMENTS ON THUR~DAY, September 29th at 6:30p.M.
SIMCHAT TORAH CELEBRATION

1801 Sigma Chi NE

296-6060

ACROSS
1 Contour
6 Periods
10 Young horse
14 Refuge
15 Ontario city
16 Saga
17 Patent
18 Persian poet
19 Shortly
20 Skin layer
22 Harassment
24 Greek vowels
26 Ripens
27 Ordered
back
31 Plat
32Sharp
33 Hesitate
35 Craze
38 Select
39 lifting tool
40 Dossier
41 US humorist
42 Canary's kin
43 Comedienne
Radner
44 Obtain
45 - pinscher
47 Turkish inns
51 Neck growth
52 Biblical city
54 Dwell
58 Plunder

59 House part
61 News
medium
62 A Gardner
63 Stumbles
64 One of Poe's
names
65 Fastens
66 Bash
67 UK city

MONDAY'S

PUZZLE SOLVED

DOWN
1 Wearing
pumps
2 Possess
3 Swear
4 Saturate
5Name
6 Pride
7 Gradient
8 Make excited
9 Pennant
10 Admit:
2words
11 Aroma, London style
12 Venerate
13 Alleys
21 Gal of song
23 Chief actor
25 Drain
27 Pro28 Modified

organism
29 Salad item,
for short
30 Star o f 34 Poison
35 Cinema
36 Actor Robert
37 College VIP
39 Educated
40 Bargain
event:
2 words
42 Prophet
43 Ordinary

44 Jars
46 Keep out
47 Water body
48 New Zealander
49 Nitrogen
compound
50 Hoard
53 Auto part
55 Not in use
56 Couple: Var.
57 Ages and
ages
60 PST plus
1hr.

